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Preface

In April 1975, Martin Gardner reported, in his Scientific American magazine column "M
Games," that a new computer chess program invented at MIT "had established, wi th a h
of probability, that pawn to klng's rook 4 Is a win for Whi te," Tragedy! If this were so
game of chess would be killed for all time, no more challenging than tic-tac-toe. E
algorithm purportedly discovered by the program was tediously complicated, something
chess-player could hope to memorize, the mere knowledge that there was a mindless
winning any game of chess would drain all the glory, all the art, out of the contest. W
want to devote years to honing skills, enduring grueling tournaments, hunting for exq
strategies, all the while knowing tha t there was an easier way to win, a cheap trick tha
be t hwarted? Nobody knows how many readers were taken In, but surely Gardner's
news struck at least momentary dread in the hear ts of some chess-lovers, before they
the da te and chuckled with relief. April Fools'!

Late one night a few years later, the sex researchers William Masters and Virgini
authors of Human Sexual Response (1966), were analyzing their voluminous data on o
noticed a subtle but striking pattern: they had discovered, to their amazement, that the
a simple verbal formula, a string of words (in any language) that exhibi ted an arcane pa
on the Fibonacci series, would bring any normal postpubescent human to orgasm within
They rechecked their da ta, ran just a few confirmatory experiments, and then ... dest
no tes, salted their data with misleading falsehoods to conceal the pattern from future
took a solemn vow not to reveal the secret they had uncovered. Thanks to their hero

sex as we know It lives on.

In early 2010, Hurley, Dennett, and Adams put the finishing touches
evolutlonary/neurocomputatlonal model of humor and wondered If, just possibly, they h
the mystery that had baffled intrepid analysts and researchcrs for several millennia: it s
might have not only uncovered the neural mechanisms of humor but in the process
foolproof recipe for generating humorous stimuli of all varieties, from slapsttck to w
from dirty jokcs to high comcdy. Sct the dial and tum the crank and out comcs O
Charlie Chapltn, W. C. Fields, P. G. Wodehouse; nudge the dial and turn the crank aga
comes Steve Martin, Jim Carrey, Dave Barry, Gary Larson ... Reducttonistic science has
again, and humor, as we know it, will soon be dead.

OK, we lied about Masters and Johnson. And we lied about the humor recipe. Not
thc theory in thiS book not uncover such a re<:ipc, it shows why it is cxtrcmely un
anybody-or any bank of computers-will ever find one. Art really IS different from s
comedy is art, likc music and, well, art. Art does involve a kind of te<:hnology (teclm
technique that one can master), but all the technique In the world only takes the wou
partway; our model helps explain why this is so, why the neural mechanisms engaged b
and they arc, at bottom, "just" fantastically complex me<:hanisms, no wonder tissue
all- are quite systematically tamperproof. Nobody can prove that there will never be an
for perfect chess; It is known that chess, which is a finite game, is officially vu
brute-force, exhaustive, algori thmic solution, but it is also clear that no phySical
computer could complete that algorithmiC search. That does not rule out the (tragic)
tha t thcre is a discoverable shortcut. Similarly, nobody can prove that there is no

humor, but the vast space of possible humor Is much, much larger and more complicate
space of chess, and changing all the time, so nobody should be too worried. Still, we
that many people wIll confront our book with mixed emotions: curiosity-why on ea
humor at all? how could it work?-competing with the hope tha t mystery will triu
nimble art will scamper out of the path of the lumbering juggernaut of science yet
share those mixed emotions and are happy to report that, if we are right, both will b
We will explain why humor eXists, how it works in the brain, and why comedy is a
begin with the first of these questions.
There was an old woman who lived in a shoe.
She had so many children she didn't know what to do .
(Their rooms were piled high with the playthings of boys:
comic books, fishing rods, di scarded toys,
model planes, model trains and the dirt that goes with them
and huge piles of laundry that flowed out to the kitch en.
And try as she may to get them to sweep-she'd scold them, and threaten, implore them, and weep;
she'd given them dust·doths, and vacuums and broomsshe just could not get them to clean up their rooms.)
So she gave them wme broth, without any bread,
and whipped them all soundl y, and put them to bed .
. . . and, then, one night the old woman got a new Idea:

She made them pajamas and bed socks of SWiffer cloth, and the next night while the

hid lots of candies around in their rooms, under the beds, under the piles of toys and
the morning when the children discovered the first of these candies, they went o
rampage, piling and sorting their belonginp in the hunt for all the candies. By noon
stuffed with candy~and their rooms were as orderly and clean as Martha Stewart's front

That may be an unUkely story, but we propose that Mother Nature~natural selectl
upon much the same trick to get our brains to do all the tediOUS debugging that they
they are to live d angerously with the unruly piles of discoveries and mistakes that we
our Incessant heuristic search. She cannot just order the brain to do the necessa
collection and debugging (the way a computer programmer can simply install subro
slavishly take care of this). She has to bribe the brain with pleasure. That Is why we
mirthful delight when we catch ourselves wrong-footed by a concealed inference error. F
fixing these time-pressured mis-leaps would be constantly annoying hard work, if evolu
arranged for It to be fun. This wired-In source of pleasure has then been tickled relentle
supernonnul stimuli invented and refined by our comedians and jokesters over the ce
have, in fact, become addicted to this endogenous mind candy in much the way lo
runners become addi cted to the endorphins their strenuous efforts pump Into their blo
Humor, we will try to show, evolved out of a computational problem that arose
ancestors were furnished with open-ended thinking.

This book grew out of Matthew Hurley's dissertation at Tufts University, complete
supervised by his two coauthors, Daniel Dennett and Reginald Adams, Jr. Since t
undergone substantial revisions and enlargements, but the central novelties are Hurley

essential details of the theory remain unchanged since Its earlier dissertational form.
been a major research interest of Adams for years, and he led the way into the vast li
humor for his coauthors, correctlng myopic interpretations and misapprehensions, a
their fect to the fire when their Ideas were less clear and precise than they should be. F
this project discharges a promise unkept for almost twenty years. Here, at long last, i
account of laughter" (and amusement) that "moves beyond pure phenomenology" (C
Explained, 199 1, pp. 64- 66) that he can endorse wholeheartedly.

This Is a book about humor, but it's not just about humor. [t Is a book about th
predicament of agen ts in the world and a class of models of cognition that can succe
with that predicament. It argues that emotions govern all our cognitive activities, large
and that humor Is thus a rich source of Insights Into the delicate machinery of our mi
with the right theory, we can use humor as a sort of mind-reading device, exposing
covert knowledge and the Inner workings of the amused mind. Our theory draws ext
earlier work In the fie ld, but It adds a perspective, both evolutionary and computationa
becn largely missing. Humor cannot be just a happy accident of our biology, and the pr
deslgned~by evolution~to solve must be a problem that Is unique to our species (thou
sec primitive or proto-versions of humor in other species) . The theory we present a
answer questions that earlier work didn't even ask, and it is probably not guite right
us all something to fix that Is, we think, a significant advance over the earller efforts.

We are indebted to a number of people for their contributions throughout the deve
the Ideas presented In this book. First, we would like to thank the late Alexan
Chislenko whose own theory of humor~a kind of surprise theory (personal comm

199B)-first inspired Matthew to look for an evolutionary answer to the riddle. Our th
from his, but if it wasn't for Sasha's inSights this project might never have been underta

As the project progressed, we received extensive Insightful comments and discus
David Huron, Deb Roy, V. S. Ramachandran, Justina Fan, Leo Trottier, Alexander Ince
Paul Queior, Seth Frey, Lindsay DachHle, Eric Nichols, Barry Trimmer, Keith Morrison,
anonymous reviewers for MIT Press, all of whom read and remarked on early draft
David Krakauer, Donald Saari, Gil Greengross and others engaged in thoughtful discuss
theory with us at the Santa Fe Institute colloquium on May 3, 2010, and the Ma
colloquium sponsored by the Computer Science Department at the University of Ne
Numerous others have offered useful reactions to our theory. We are very grateful fo
exchanges. Addi tional thanks go to a number of friends and colleagues from around
who provided discussion about terms in other languages that have two senses that are
the two main senses of the English word "funny" (see chapter 3). These people a
Correa, Gaston Cangiano, Priscilla Borges, Gilles Fauconnler, Ina Lieckfeldt, Bettina Se
Kinzel, Athina I'antelidou, Van Agora, Vera Szamarasz, Csaba I'leh, Miro Enev, Kaloy
Adriana Belencala, Yullya Yaglovskaya, Takao Tanlzawa, Toshlyukl Uchlno, Heejeong H
Huh, Ally Kim, David Moser, Stephanie Xie, Jenny Prasertdee, Johan Vaartles, Ka terina
GO.ven Gi.izeldere. Douglas Hofstadter and the Center for Research on Concepts and
(CRCq at Indiana University provided much appreciated support during a large part of
of this manuscript; we thank Doug as well as Helga Keller from the CRCC, and also Te
at the Center for Cognitive Studies at Tufts University for their help and support. W
gratitude also to Tom Stone, Philip Laughlin, Judy Feldmann, and the rest of the te
Press who helped bring the manuscript to production. Lastly, but most importantly

would like to thank our families for their constant support throughout the process
especially Justina Fan, Susan Dennett, and Katharine Donnelly Adams.
Matthew M. Hurley
Daniel C. Dennett
Reginald B. Adams, Jr.
2011

1 Introduction

The mo~t exciting phra>e to hear in :;(;ience, the one that
!t!) but "That's funny ....•

herald~

new

di:;(;overie~,

h not

"Eurek

-Isaac Aslmov

Comedy is half of life, according to the theater. (The other half is tragedy.) A large port
case, of people's time is spent attempting to get each other to laugh. Stories are
recounted, and wlttlclsms cracked whenever poss[ble. In only the most solemn occasIon
deemed inappropriate, and innovators are pushing the envelope of propriety all the t
we find humor in a situation, we feel compelled to share it wlth others. Today, ou
comedy apparently outstrips our taste for tragedy. Much of our entertainment industr
medium (aSide from music), consists of h umor. If there is not enough comedy in our
we turn to our televisions and let professlonal comedIans fill the gap, almost In the wa
on filling our waking hours wit h recorded music. Uke music, alcohol, tobacco, ca
chocolate, humor is a modern human addiction. And if we are to unde rstand humor,
adopt a biological perspective from which we can observe-and formulate testable
about-the evolution of this addiction .

Every cell In our bodies needs sugar-glucose-the fuel that keeps us alive. A good
glucose is fructose, the sugar in ripe fruit, which the liver can readily convert to glu

turns out, the common natural sugar with the highest subjective sweetness rating- th
sweetness sensors in our tongues arc most tuned to detect- is fructose. So evolution has
a powerful fructose-harvesting system and given it a high priority-our cells operate on
principle: Whenever the opportunity to harvest fructose Is detected, act on it. Honey
mainly glucose and fructose, is a particularly good opportunity for harvesting. [t is hard
that the yummlness of chocolate cake or maple syrup or strawberry jam all boils do
literally, to the deeply practical glucose imperative, but it docs. That's the way to unde
we have a sweet tooth. Why do we have a funny bone, a similar craving for, and appr
humor? For a slmliarly practical reason: We lIeed to devote serious time and energy
something which, if we didn' t do it, would imperil our very lives .... Nature has seen
we act vigorously on thls need, by rewarding that action handsomely.

The phenomena of evolution arc not as simple as they are often portrayed. It is
matter of the natural selection of "genes for" this or that- whichever feature of liv
catches the attention and curiosity of the researcher. In particular, it is important to c
just the ends but the means, the organic machinery tha t is going to do the work, wh
The How questlons of biology are just as Important as the Why questions (Francis
some evolutionary puzzles are systematically unanswerable without information
constraints on the performance of the system, and even an educated guess about those
depends on having at least a crude model of the machinery. The evolution of our
humor," we will show, could no t pOSSibly be explained Wi thout hypo theses about the
architecture of our bralns, for the simple reason that what different humorous item
common Is ollly the similar effects they have on those brain systems and the resultan
experiences. At various points in thiS book we draw attention to physical complications

matter, but just as often we slide over compli cations that we deem- perhaps too rls
ignorable for our purposes. In particular, we set aside for another occaSion questi
complex and dynamical role of development in the relations between genes, orga
environment.

As prominent as humor is in our lives, it is at least equally as mysterious. Why d
exist at all? Why is this category of our experience such a salient feature of our live
question: Why is humor enjoyable? Why shouldn 't we Simply detect jokes with
anything? And why do we laugh (as opposed to belching or scratching our ears,
something is funny? These questions are vexing, and our inability to answer them with
at tirst to be due to our inability so far to answer the question that has led to m
existing research In humor: What Is the essence of humor? What features are both nec
suffiCient to differentiate between those things that are funny and those that are no
argue that this question Is ill posed; as usual in the post.Darwinlan world of biolo
mistake to concentrate on finding presumed essential features since one Is more lik
lineages of Similar items, evolving according to changing seiectionai pressures.

The essentialist quandary has two faces. We've just mentioned the difficulty wlth d
features for the category of interest, but on the other side there is danger of conflict w
categories that may share some of the same features: In the space of human cognitive t
neighborhood of humor we also find such categories as non humorous riddles, wor
problem solving, as well as other kinds of appreciation of wit and intellect such as the
one feels when witnessing a virtuoso performance. Humor experiences blend In wit
these other kinds of experience Without clear boundaries between them. Wordpla y c

without being funny, and so can fishing or gardening or doing one's job. In every case
be rela tively intense periods where one's emotion borders on glee, and one may even la
sheer pleasure. There is little prospect of drawing a boundary that separates the subsp
from the genus delightful. They are all cognitive joys of one sort or another. Such ca
no toriously difficult to provide with essences (Wittgenstein 1953; Lakoff 1987). We can
essentialist question with an Improvement: What makes us feel that some things are fun

ThiS question calls for some sort of causal answer, in terms of processes going on in
and it is our goal to provide a preliminary sketch of not just a cognitive model, but an
and computational model of humor. This may seem at first to be not just outrageously
but positively incoherent. The very idea of a computational en tity that has a sense of
long been considered Impossible. E.ven In science-fiction stories that Involve artlfiCially
agents (such as the character Data from Star Trek), such characters arc typically p
lacking the capacity for emotlons in general, and especially for partlcular behaviors such
generation and appreciation.' The writers of such stories apparently believe that it Is n
to give these trai ts to a nonbiological computational agen t- or else they arc tactically
this point of ambient prejudice since overcoming It would require too much expo
justificatory effort. We propose to tackle this prejudice head on, arguing tha t a truly
computational agent could not be engineered lVitJlOul humor and some other emoti
emotlons-or their functional equivalents- are reqUirements of any agent, biological o
has human-level intelligence.

When we use the word computational here, we Intend it more broadly than is
cognitive science. We do not ye t intend to build a practical testable model, say via neu

architecture; rather, we are beginning where good design always begins-we want to
functional requirements of such a computational system so tha t one day a more technica
(ideally from computational neuroscience) can provide detailed working blueprints ba
outline we have sketched. We are working toward a theory that would allow humo
experienced-and created-by human beings, to be computed and experienced by a
agent, a digital machine of some kind that not only can make jokes but that can truly
have a ~sense of humor" much like the human sense. This is not a straightforward requ
any means. At a minimum, it is not sufficient to say that an agent's manifestation o
expressions of humor under many or most of the circumstances that elicit such re
humans indicates a genuine sense of humor in that ar tificial agent. In order to count
computational humor, the behavioral expression, although necessary as an indicator
could It be known that humor was felt?), must also emerge from or be produced by s
same underlying processing methods and informational contents as natural humor. Wha
these processes matter? Not the presence of proteins or other biochemical substance
argue, but more abstract features of the information-handling processes and the reaso
existence. We will argue that a strict algorithmic approach will be inadequate to imbu
with a sense of humor, because the structure of humor Is dictated by the riskiness o
processes tha t have evolved to permit real-time conclusion-leaping, and by the safeg
have also evolved to protect our minds from these risks _ The pivotal causes of genuine
and laughter are not simply Intrinsic features of the triggering stimuli that are
"detected," but internal responses that could not be elicited by the triggering stimuli in
didn't have a rather specific computational architecture that depends on processes ex
humorous items.

It will come to light, as we proceed, that computational humor is what we m
AI-complete problem. (In the theory of computation, theorists have developed a c
scheme, in that branch called complexity theory, tha t sorts all computational problems In
the easy, the hard, and the ~impossible." The most difficult set of problems arc called
problems- they require nondeterministic polynomial time to solve, in case you wonde
you can solve one of them, you should be able to solve them all.) We usc the term AIrefer to a class of problems that are no less difficult than the problem of strong AI (Sea
general Intelllgence-if you can solve anyone of them, you've done It by making
agent that reaily t hinks,l Humor, we will argue, depends on thought- it is not just
response to a stimulus that is inheren tly funny; it requires a certain category of inform
cessing involving most of the faculties of thought, Including memory recall, Infe
semantic integration. It follows, then, that our book must sketch a theory of the kind
intelligence that could support a genuine sense of humor.

ConSider, in contrast, some recen t attempts at creating computational humor algori t
attempts Include JAPE and STANDUP (Binstcd 1996; Binsted and Ritchie 200 1; Ritchie e
WISCRAIC (McKay 2(00), and HAHAcronym (Stock and Strapparava 200S). All of these
algorithmic and syntactical in nature- using punning riddles, phonological word substi
acronyms, respectively, as a specific grammatical structure of humorous sentence and th
semantic or phonological substitutions out of leXical tables to create the joke. T
drawbacks of all the models are that they cannot evaluate the humor they have create
they even be said to know In any sense that they are creating humor. In fact, they do
create humor; rather, at best they have a higher than chance likelihood of creating a st

can evoke a mildly amused response in humans. They have no cr!t!cal capacity to un
evaluate the humor created by others, to say nothing of the capacity to be amused by
of a "sense of humor," then, they have a very strict generatlon algorithm rem
traditional grammar-based natural language processing models. Recent research in
comprehension suggests that the grammar-based model of language processing does n
the human mechanism that performs the same job Uackendoff 2(02). We agree, and we
moreover tha t a nonalgorithmic approach is more suited to the problem of compre
general, and to the problem of humor comprehension and appreciation in particular.

As we have said, we do no t yet offer any running computational models. Instead, we
what features a good computational theory should contain, and what subproblems we w
solve on a path to gettlng to that theory. Its key novelties are a new evolutionary exp
the origin of humor; an ecologically motivated theory of the emotional component of
a cognitive theory of humor and laughter (based on insightful earlier theories, but
precise here) that lays out some of the Informational and procedural reqUirem
computational substrate tha t could support artificial humor. The base capacity for h
innate' "funny bone" that provides the underlying machinery without which humor
eXist, Is described for the first time, but it is only part of the story. We also deal wit
base capacity has been extensively exploited by our highly social species. We show
Intentional stance-the Involuntarlly adopted perspective that "automatically" attempts
beliefs and deSires to every complex moving thing we encounter- has allowed humo
and afkionados to extend the reach of their art. Being funny is not just for fun; humo
exapted as a tool In mate selection and sexual competition, allegiance probing, belief
and the building of social capital, for instance. Our theory is an unabashedly eclec

drawing heavily on existing work Oil humor whlle providing a novel unifying framewo
work that accounts both for the patterns already discerned by generations of ear
theorists and for their failure to find a satisfactorily deep account of the biological m
that account for those patterns.

Humor is a hard problem. Consider how wildly diverse a collectlon you can mak
things:
1. Puns and wo rdplay
2. The rubber_faced anti<:s of Jim Caney or the deadpan gestures of Charlie Chaplin
3. Cari<:atures
4. Situation <:omedles
S. Musi<:al jokes
6. Cartoons

7. "Real-world" humor, the perhaps un<:ategorlzable objets trollve5 that o<:<:ur In dally life,
us to laugh, whether or not they get turned into Items of wmedy

Wha t <:ould these possibly have in common- aside from the fa<:t that they <:an
funny? This baffling diversi ty (and there's more) tempts everyone to wll<:entrate on a f
genres tha t work well for one's theory and set aside the o thers "for the time being."
everywhere one looks, one dis<:overs the la<:k of sharp boundaries or thresholds. For lns
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